Abstract
Notation

137
Scalars are denoted by italic symbols (e.g. x or V). Lowercase and uppercase boldface symbols 
PLS and ensemble PLS
144
Partial least squares (PLS) is aimed at finding a set of orthogonal direction vectors w a ∈ R K×1 for a ∈ {1, . . . , A} such that projection of a matrix X ∈ R N×K (of N samples and K covariates) on w a -termed scores t a -have maximal covariance with some target vector y ∈ R N×1 . 
In the second step of PLS, y is regressed on these new latent variables T = [t 1 , . . . , t A ]. Since 145 usually A << K sufficiently captures most of the variance in y and the scores t a are mutually or-146 thogonal, T T T has full (column) rank and can thus be safely inverted circumventing the usual pitfall 147 of least squares regression when coping with fat data matrices and/or highly correlated variables
148
(which is usually the case for spectroscopic data). For a comprehensive introduction on PLS, we 149 refer to [20] and for its application within an ensemble modelling scheme to [21] . We will exploit 150 the latter by generating bootstrap samples from the calibration data [22] . In particular, for a given 151 data set X containing N samples, we randomly draw N samples with replacement and store them 
FLEXFIS-PLS (non-linear version of PLS)
157
We extend PLS to a non-linear version in order to be able to model any intrinsic non-linearity 158 between latent features and reference measurements (i.e. turbidity points). In order to circumvent piece-wise linear predictors l i for i = 1, ..., C local regions of the latent variable space:
amalgamated with multi-dimensional fuzzy rules defined through a multi-dimensional Gaussian 169 kernel (implying ellipsoidal contours) to achieve smooth model outputs:
i-th local region of the latent variable space) and Σ −1 i the corresponding local covariance matrix.
172
This has some similarities with locally weighted regression we define a weighting function
with λ being a forgetting factor typically set to a value between 0.9 and 1 (default 0.95), N is the 188 number of labeled spectra in the actual calibration set (i.e. samples for which reference measure-189 ments are available) and i ∈ {1, ..., N} denotes time increments (from old to new). We normalize 
where A and K denote the number of LVs and number of original variables, respectively. 
with
and
contain unmodelled information, which is usually indicative of a change in covariance structure
218
(e.g. due to the presence of a new interferent). Combined together, a reference measurement for 219 the i-th test sample is requested if
with T 2 α and Q α denoting the critical limits for Hotelling's T 2 and Q-Residuals calculated accord-
221
ing to (7) and (9 
This faded version of the PH test is particularly useful if several drifts are present in a data stream [16] . In order to become independent from setting the threshold λ to a fixed value, we further 13 propose a modification involving incremental updates of mean and standard deviation of the PH statistic according to
respectively and defining (pseudo-) statistical control limits at PH t ± 3σ PH t at each instance t = {1, . . . , T }. Violation of these limits indicates that a drift has occurred, i.e. whenever either
in case that θ is increasing or
otherwise. CD(
where 
where Three drift effects were observed during the observation horizon, which are covered by three 288 datasets further referred to as scenarios 1-3 (Table 1 ). All spectra were smoothed using the too complex. We therefore choose the optimal number of LVs by minimizing a penalized CV error 
FLEXFIS-PLS
312
In addition to the number of LVs, the number of fuzzy rules controlling the degree of non- 
which was minimized in order to obtain the optimal parameter combination for the final model.
319
The value of 0.05 in the exponential term is a default value we successfully used for various other 320 applications and (spectroscopic) data in the past. tation was compared by means of the global root mean squared error of prediction
whereŷ i and y i denote predicted and measured turbidity points and N t is the number of test sam-325 ples used for evaluation. Since the analytical goal in melamine resin production is to accurately 326 determine when condensation should be stopped, we also assessed the RMSEP locally in the region 327 y = [20, 40] close to the end point of the reaction, i.e.
328
RMSEP loc = 1 N [20, 40] y∈ [20, 40] 
In order to systematically examine active learning, significance levels α in (12) at the same rate as in active learning at a given α to allow direct comparison. 
338
Since all of these quantities tend to increase as predictions become biased, only violation of the up-
339
per control limit on the PH statistic was considered for drift detection; i.e., only equation (21) drift seen in scenario 1, whereas upper adaptive control limits were violated around the time point 349 when the drift occurred for the Q-residuals and the committee disagreement. However, the former 350 gave rise to an alarm fairly before the drift actually occurs, which is considered a false alarm. In In order to guide adaptation of chemometric models when a drift has been detected, we first 379 investigated a previously described AL strategy that builds upon the idea to request reference mea-380 surements for samples (spectra) that violate critical limits of Hotelling's T 2 and/or Q-residuals. As 381 soon as the reference information is available, the calibration set is extended by this sample and the 382 model automatically re-calibrated using the techniques described in section 3.3. We here further tic associated with the CD as it was the overall best measure for drift detection over all 3 scenarios.
388
Critical limits for Hotelling's T 2 and Q-Residuals were systematically varied in order to control the 389 number of violations and thus the frequency at which reference measurement should be performed. (Table 3 ). In contrast, active selection did not yield 396 consistently better results than passive selection in scenarios 2 and 3, which can be attributed to the Finally, in Table 4 we compare the overall performance of the calibration model maintenance 
